
Health Sector Resourcing (HSR) RM3833 FAQ. 

1. Has there been any formal correlative studies in relation to the general direction of travel for 

the reduction in agency spend, measuring the impact this has had on patient safety, 

increasing waiting lists, meeting demand, staff shortages, staff morale and wellbeing? 

Answer: Department of Health and Social Care 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-health-and-social-care and NHSi 

https://improvement.nhs.uk/ conduct research into the health sector, they may be able to help 

with this query. 

2. What is the off framework spend? 

Answer: CCS does not have sight of off framework spend. NHSi https://improvement.nhs.uk/ 

collects data from all 3 framework owners for health workers, however data on off framework 

spend is not currently published. 

3. Will small businesses be in with a chance up against the bigger companies? 

Answer: CCS is committed to ensuring SMEs have an opportunity to participate in HSR and are 

able to compete for work on a level playing field. We have a strong SME presence on the current 

Health Workforce Frameworks with 41% of our annual spend with SME/Micro businesses. This 

exceeds the current government target of £1 pound in every £3 being spent with SME 

businesses by 2020 and we are working to maintain and improve that level of performance 

through HSR. 

4. We are recruiting the staff that work within the NHS. When you take our staff on as 

permanent members, most have cost us £500 to train per person now we cannot get this 

money back as they are full time with you. This is causing us a big loss not just in you capping 

our fees but the training costs, the time put in to each person. In the last month I have had 

18 staff go permanent with the trust, that’s a lot of money to lose. 

Answer: We recognise the investment of agencies in training and vetting staff. There are 

currently varying fees within the three live CCS frameworks for transfer of staff from temporary 

to permanent contracts to allow suppliers to be recompensed for their investment in the 

candidate when they transfer to a permanent contract. We are consulting with suppliers and 

customers on the right level for these fees in the new agreement. 

5. Will there be another reverse auction on this again, as it is not helping us agencies as others 

still pay lots higher than us? 

Answer: We have no plans to hold reverse auctions as part of this agreement. 

6. As it stands the new perm recruitment framework does not include clinical roles - is that 

always going to be the case? So will HSR make the new perm framework irrelevant to 

healthcare recruiters? 

Answer: The CCS permanent recruitment framework (RM6002 Permanent Recruitment), currently 

out for tender, covers non-clinical/common role types, including administrative and operational, 

DDaT, corporate, finance. It will be available for central government and wider public sector 

customers including the NHS for these roles. The proposed Lot 1 for HSR covers permanent 

recruitment for clinical roles including international recruitment. The two agreements (permanent 

recruitment and HSR) will exist alongside one another, with the future CCS strategy considering 

the optimal approach for the longer-term. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-health-and-social-care
https://improvement.nhs.uk/
https://improvement.nhs.uk/


7. Will perm rebate periods be fixed across all suppliers on Lot 1? 

Answer: We are consulting with suppliers and customers on the approach to be taken on rebate 

fees. 

8. Is there any work being done of perm fees with your customers to gauge their appetite? 

Answer: We are consulting with customers on the approach to be taken on permanent fees. 

9. Please can you clarify the comments re: MoD tender - was this due for release June 18 as a 

call-off from MDF and then once HSR in place the call-off will transfer under HSR? 

Answer: The approach for MoD will be an ITT issued in July 2018 under MDF RM3711 for a 2 

year contract (+1 available), the longer term strategy for MoD is to then have a follow on contract 

under HSR which would also allow for a Workforce Management element (staff bank) to be 

developed for MoD alongside agency provision. 

10. Can you confirm when the recording and copies of slides will be made available, and where? 

Answer: The recording and copies of the slides are available on the HSR website: https://ccs-

agreements.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/procurement-pipeline/health-sector-resourcing they are also 

posted on the APSCo and REC websites: http://www.apsco.org/ http://www.rec.uk.com/ 

11. Will the contracts be different between each Lot of the new FW? There has to be specific 

considerations contractually that will be different between Lots? 

Answer: Terms will be standardised across the core terms for all lots with tailored specifications 

for each lot, we will be using the Public Sector Contract terms and bid pack, the link to the 

templates for information can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/the-

public-sector-contract 

12. Will this FW include provisions for contingent agency solutions currently being used such as 

Neutral and Master Vendor models? 

Answer: Yes we will incorporate flexibility on the commercial model for delivering agency 

services, which may include neutral vendor, master vendor, PSL and MSP models. 

13. Will Direct Engagement form part of Lots? Currently a number of non-staffing organisations 

provide these models of supply, and may introduce added levels of complexity to Lots, as 

contractual needs around Direct Engagement are very different to remain HMRC compliant. 

Will Direct Engagement models of supply remain a separate Framework? 

Answer: We do not currently offer a specific framework or lot for direct engagement services, 

however customers are able to accommodate these arrangements on CCS agreements if they 

choose to do so and our intention is to retain this approach within HSR. 

14. Our client feedback would indicate a requirement for access to permanent recruitment 

services for Non-Clinical roles. Will it be considered for Lot 1 to also include non-clinical 

positions? 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 6. 

15. How is this tender process fitting in with the MOD tender? 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 9. 

16. Are you able to provide any info on the QA/compliance standards for lots 1 and 2? 

Answer: We are currently designing the quality standards for each lot. We are planning to run 

another series of webinars for suppliers when the lotting structure, pricing, evaluation and OJEU 

timetable has been completed. Updates and information will be posted on the HSR website: 

https://ccs-agreements.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/procurement-pipeline/health-sector-resourcing 

http://www.apsco.org/
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17. Please can you explain what / how non clinical roles will work under Lot 4? 

Answer: Customers would be able to source any staffing group under lot 4 (as they can now 

under CCS's Workforce Management Framework), though we anticipate that non clinical roles will 

be a smaller part of the requirement, as compared with nursing, medical and AHP. There may 

also be an agency cascade managed by a supplier or the trust for agency workers where a bank 

worker is not available to fill a vacant shift/post. 

18. You mentioned you want to see recruitment solution that they see in other sectors / parts of 

the market please could you give some examples of this? 

Answer: There are a variety of models available in other sectors. For example, (i) talent pooling of 

staff is common in the finance and oil and gas sectors, (ii) managed service providers operate in 

central government and private sector offering customers fully managed solutions. 

19. How do you envisage the agencies assisting with the growth of bank solutions as that is a 

conflict of interest for the agency? 

Answer: There will be no requirement for agencies in general to develop staff bank solutions. Only 

those organisations who are successful in applying for the flexible/bank lot will be required to 

operate staff banks. Where the successful bidder is allied to a staffing agency the conflict referred 

to is currently managed by the express provision that no supplier on this lot is able to source 

agencies to participate in the supply chain. The buyer will specify the agencies to be used, we are 

still developing the specification for Lot 4 with customer and supplier input and this will be 

communicated to the market when finalised. 

20. Will the MOD be using this agreement moving forward or will that be tendered under CCS 

RM3711? 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 9. 

21. What penalties are/will be in place if NHS organisations use off-framework agencies 

(especially if off-framework agencies mirror framework rates)? 

Answer: NHSi works with trusts in this area: https://improvement.nhs.uk/ CCS would always 

encourage customers to stay on framework both to work to NHSi mandating rules and for the 

protection, assurances and increased value that framework supplier’s offer. 

22. Will additional protections be put in place to prevent clients from transferring agency workers 

over to 3rd party banks and/or other agencies with only minimal notice and no fees? We find 

this is behaviour to be rife at the moment, and we believe with NHSi that the next frameworks 

should protect further against this. Would the previous 12 weeks extended period of hire be 

applied? Could it be? 4 weeks is not fair, 8 is still not great. 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 4. CCS is discussing transfer fees in all 

circumstances with customers.   

23. Will the framework also be open to charities to who the NHS and Local Authorities contract 

work? 

Answer: CCS agreements are available for use by charities. 

24. Will there be a requirement for previous supply/experience for lots 4-6? A lot of agencies will 

be looking to move into the space in the face of current market pressures but may not have 

had the opportunity thus far. 

Answer: We are currently designing the evaluation strategy. We will be looking at how we can 

evidence capability and quality in these areas whilst also allowing new entrants into this 

developing part of the health resourcing sector. 

25. How will you communicate out which Trusts are signed up to the agreement(s)? 

https://improvement.nhs.uk/%20CCS


Answer: We will be working with current and new customers to develop a pipeline of requirements 

for HSR, which will be communicated when the agreement is awarded. The nature of this, as with 

all, framework agreements is that there is no guaranteed customer list or spend, though CCS will 

be working hard to communicate and market the agreement, so that current spend levels can be 

maintained and increased (£660m spend went through the health workforce agreements in 

17/18). 

26. How do you propose to regain market share lost to CPP and HTE Frameworks? 

Answer: We are working closely with NHS and Central Government customers to offer flexible 

and quality solutions which capture market innovations and offer value. 

27. Would social workers fall into these roles? 

Answer: Social worker role types will be included within the scope of HSR. 

28. What is the minimum business turnover expected of bidding organisation? 

Answer: We would encourage SMEs to tender for this agreement and will be consulting 

customers and suppliers to establish selection criteria that are reasonable for a range of supplier 

types. This will be confirmed in the Invitation to Tender documentation for the agreement. 

29. What is minimum supply hours expected of a business organisation expected to bid for this 

framework? 

Answer: We are currently designing the evaluation strategy, we will communicate the approach to 

the market when complete, please refer to the HSR website for updates: https://ccs-

agreements.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/procurement-pipeline/health-sector-resourcing 

30. Given the size of the new framework model, is there room for small business to participate in 

this framework? 

Answer: Yes we currently have 41% of spend with SMEs and will be working to maintain and 

improve that performance under HSR. The agreement will offer a variety of services for 

customers of all sizes and spend. 

31. When PSR was being tendered, it was intended to replace Contingent Labour ONE and 

NMNC to provide a single route to market. Understand why we need a different approach for 

clinical resources, but why does the new HSR framework need to cover non-clinical roles 

rather than just pushing them through PSR? 

Answer: HSR will cover non-clinical roles for NHS, wider public sector and associated health 

customers. The recommended route for central government customers is CCS's Public Sector 

Resourcing (PSR) agreement. The decision has been made to include a non-clinical route for the 

NHS, wider public sector and associated health customers within HSR as customers have 

expressed a preference to source temporary resources under one agreement. HSR would also 

allow for smaller volume call offs which may not be suitable for the PSR model. 

32. Very little work under the current NMNC framework is competitively tendered and in practice 

customers and agencies tend to place a candidate and just put it through the framework, so 

smaller agencies who don't have existing relationships are disadvantaged. How are you going 

to ensure under HSR that customers have to compete opportunities rather than just placing 

work with their favourite agencies? 

Answer: The HSR lotting design is still draft however we do currently intend to offer both direct 

award and further competition options for a number of lots. We are planning to streamline our 

further competition processes and will be working with customers to highlight the value and 

savings that can be accessed through further competition. 

33. Please can you confirm that Lot 3 will only be available for NHS customers, not for wider 

public sector (or this will just clash with PSR)? 

https://ccs-agreements.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/procurement-pipeline/health-sector-resourcing
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Answer: Lot 3 will be available for NHS and wider public sector customers. CCS will direct 

customers to the best route for them and are working closely with the PSR team to ensure there 

is no confusion on which agreement customers should use. 

34. Concerned about you allowing direct award and how this often does not drive value for 

money. The new PSR framework has fixed 8% mark-up for junior roles and 12% for senior 

roles whilst current NMNC has far higher rates charged. Suggest you use the PSR figures as 

caps on agency fees. 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 35. 

35. Will a Permanent Recruitment Option be considered for Non Clinical vacancies to enable 

access to "in work" staff to positions in this area? 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 6. 

36. Interested to know the NHS appetite to adopt some bigger strategies to securing perm clinical 

staff given the challenges in the market? 

Answer: There has been strong customer feedback on including a permanent staffing route under 

the new agreement. There is an appetite from customers to increase strategic approaches to 

permanent recruitment of clinical staff, including through international campaigns. 

37. Do you intend to limit the number of suppliers on lots or award to all who scored acceptable 

level? 

Answer: We are currently consulting with suppliers, customers and other stakeholders on the 

number of suppliers for each lot. We have an RFI on the HSR website where you can feed in your 

views, available here: https://ccs-agreements.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/procurement-pipeline/health-

sector-resourcing 

38. Is this framework going to be open to wider central and local government ie not specifically 

Health? Asking regarding Lot 3 IT 

Answer: The agreement will not be limited to the NHS and will be available for wider public sector 

customers and central government customers with clinical staffing needs. CCS will be guiding 

central government towards the Public Sector Resourcing (PSR) agreement for non-clinical roles 

if appropriate, but this will be the recommended solution for clinical resourcing. 

39. On Direct Award, customers are bound to ask for it as they don't want the hassle of further 

competition. Education of customers will change behaviour - agencies will continue to 

persuade customers just to place everything single tender. How about every time there is a 

direct award the customer has to complete a return to say why they did a direct award and 

how they picked the supplier and you can then monitor and manage it. 

Answer: Please refer to the answer to question 32. 
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